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Sunday, May 1 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER
OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS??

From the 28th of April to the 1st May, the first meeting of the Planetary Mission
Network took place in the Marian Center of Figueira. On the last day, today, Saint
Joseph asked to gather with all those present in the community to transmit His daily
message.

Children,

Today I gather you here so that you will understand, with this sign, that a missionary of
peace, before serving, must drink from the source of spiritual healing, must seek in the
sublime worlds the encouragement that they will take to those who need it the most.

A missionary of peace that represents the Divine Messengers to the world and that,
through their service, give testimony of the Presence of God on Earth must find, first of
all, the union with the One.

When We ask you to come to the points of light that My Chaste Heart has established
these times, before serving and being part of this Planetary Mission Network, it is for
you to nourish your spirits with the true balm that you will take to the souls, from those
who you serve in a more simple way, day to day, to those who truly need the Love of
God.

I come to ask you, children, that you do not make of this Mission Network a reason for
separating the different currents of healing and of charity that this Work expresses on
the planet. The Planetary Mission Network must be the active arm of all the
expressions of service that we already have as divine Work established on Earth.

The Planetary Mission Network will drink from the source of Instruction and will
practice it; it will drink from the source of Prayer and will give meaning to its service;
it will learn with charity and with mercy that the House Light of the Hill offers as an
experience of healing and service towards the souls; it will learn with the love of the
Kingdoms which the Park Francis of Assisi teaches you. And, therefore, you will find
out that a service that does not include the Kingdoms of Nature is incomplete and that a
soul that does not learn with the unconditional love of the Kingdoms is incomplete.
You will learn with the fraternal and compassionate love of the Nucleus of Service
"Crer-Sendo" and, thus, children, you will find out that the divine essences are inside
the creatures regardless of their appearance and that, when one gives to a soul what it
needs in order to grow - even if it is a correction, given with love -, it develops its
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potential and receives a possibility of healing the past.

And, with the matrix-missionaries of peace, at the House of Saint Joseph and at the
House of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, you will learn to serve wherever it is
necessary; you will learn to have no expectations; you will learn how to be true
missionaries of peace, because there, I will place you before all the tests that you need
in order to break your resistances and learn to be nothing, so this way, you may be
instruments of God.

With all these experiences, you will learn that the Creator does not see the works, but
rather the love with which you manifest them. After that, you will be able to serve,
even inside your homes, and be healers of your own families - though love and care -
and you will permit that many families in the world receive an opportunity.

Children, I want you to understand that the Planetary Mission Network does not come
to separate what was united1: it comes to improve and train the spirits of those who, in
the name of all, will dedicate themselves in a more specific way to the interior and
external rescue of this world.

The Planetary Mission Network comes to place, in the consciousness of all, the need of
a more intense preparation for these times and to awaken many from the drowsiness in
which they are found, waiting for the next century a transition that is already ongoing
on planet.

The Planetary Mission Network is being established to tell you that it is definitely the
time to awaken and act, to be prepared for anything, in all levels, because it is not only
physical rescue that the world will need. You must be prepared not only to help the
souls physically, but to do it with such love that it will awaken them for redemption,
even if it is in the last hour.

Your Father and Friend, Servant of God,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph
 

1 Saint Joseph refers to the four Networks (healing, instruction, prayer and service)
that have united to the Planetary Network of Light.


